We present a model of cultural evolution in which an individual's propensity to engage in social learning is affected by social learning itself. We assume that individuals observe cultural traits displayed by others and decide whether to copy them based on their overall preference for the displayed traits. Preferences, too, can be transmitted between individuals. Our results show that such cultural dynamics tends to produce conservative individuals, i.e., individuals who are reluctant to copy new traits. Openness to new information, however, can be maintained when individuals need significant time to acquire the cultural traits that make them effective cultural models. We show that a gradual enculturation of young individuals by many models and a larger cultural repertoire to be acquired are favorable circumstances for the long-term maintenance of openness in individuals and groups. Our results agree with data about lifetime personality change, showing that openness to new information decreases with age. Our results show that cultural remodeling of cultural transmission is a powerful force in cultural evolution, i.e., that cultural evolution can change its own dynamics. mathematical model ͉ personality ͉ social learning
B
ecause cultural transmission is a crucial element of cultural evolution, researchers typically assume that individuals in cultural species have an inherent tendency to seek social information, according to fixed rules that are determined genetically (1) (2) (3) (4) . Examples of such rules are to adopt a trait if it is used by the majority of individuals or by successful individuals (3, (5) (6) (7) . It is likely, however, that the rules of cultural transmission can be modified by social learning. For example, individuals might learn from others whether or not to rely on social information. Cultural modifications of cultural transmission have no analogue in genetic evolution and, thus, are difficult to study with models from evolutionary biology [a major influence on cultural evolutionary theory (1, 8) ]. Genes, in fact, are acquired only once in an individual's lifetime, following ''fair'' rules that typically do not change allele and genotype frequencies (9, 10) . In contrast, cultural traits are acquired (and lost) continuously throughout life, according to rules that may depend on the traits themselves (11) .
Ghirlanda et al. (12) studied a model in which social learning was allowed to influence an individual's propensity to seek social information. The result was that individuals rapidly learned to be very conservative, i.e., to disregard social information. The reason is that cultural traits that make individuals more conservative are less likely to be relinquished in favor of other traits, for the very reason that they inhibit social learning. Thus, with repeated social interactions, such traits tend to accumulate at the expense of traits that promote social learning. This result shows that cultural evolution can exert a powerful influence on its own dynamics and on characteristics of individuals that are typically studied within personality psychology. Psychologists, in fact, consider openness to new experiences a fundamental personality trait, although often assumed to be genetically determined (13, 14) . Empirical studies show that people become more conservative with age (13, 15) and are therefore consistent qualitatively with Ghirlanda et al.'s predictions. The latter, however, appear too extreme: People do not come to flatly reject all new information as their model suggests. Here we investigate whether purely cultural dynamics can maintain openness to new information despite an inherent tendency to favor conservatism. We explore the idea that openness can be maintained because individuals need to acquire culture to be effective cultural models, i.e., to transmit their traits to others. Thus, if an individual becomes very conservative early in life, she may not be able to learn traits that make her a good cultural model. Therefore her traits, among which those that favor conservatism, will not be transmitted to others. This article is a PNAS Direct Submission.
Models

Model 2.
We consider now a model in which openness and effectiveness depend on many cultural traits, rather than just one. We expect individuals that stay open for longer to become better cultural models, because they can acquire more effective traits. Effective individuals would thus transmit not only traits that favor effectiveness but also traits that favor openness.
Each individual is described by a number of trait pairs, each pair consisting of a feature and a preference for that feature. Features may describe, for instance, aspects of clothing, opinions, ways of playing music, and so on. Our core assumption is that the probability that an observer copies a model depends on the observer's preferences for the features possessed by the model. Thus, features determine an individual's effectiveness as cultural model, and preferences determine how conservative the individual is. Cultural transmission is most likely when the model displays many features for which the observer has a strong preference and unlikely when few or no preferred features are displayed. Being a successful model requires having learned many cultural features that are preferred by others. This can be described assuming that the probability P om that an observer copies a model is
where p oi is the ith preference of the observer, q mi is the ith feature of the model, and M is the number of feature-preference pairs. We assume in the following discussion that both feature and preference values range between 0 and 1. We have also simulated a model with binary features (q oi ʦ {0,1}), obtaining the same qualitative results (note also that setting M ϭ 1 and binary p and q yields back Model 1).
Eq. 1 is formally identical to simple neural network models of behavior (16) , as well as to models of binary choice in economic decision theory (17) . Both kinds of models are widely used to describe decisions in which internal factors (here, the observer's preferences) determine how external information (the model's features) is used to reach a decision. In other words, we are assuming that decision-making about whether to copy others works in a similar way as decision-making in other domains. This mechanism allows individuals to copy traits for which they do not have a strong preference, given that a model displays enough features that are preferred. How a pop star dresses, for example, may not be particularly appealing per se, but it is often imitated because the pop star displays other preferred features, such as musical ability, success, and so on. This phenomenon is often observed in studies of human social learning (18, 19) and is related to the finding that people tend to evaluate others as a whole, without analytically distinguishing between different features (20) .
Specifically, we assume that, when an observer copies a model, both features and preferences can be copied (we assume that preferences can be made explicit by, e.g., voicing or otherwise expressing appreciation or dislike for particular features). The probability that a trait is successfully adopted by an observer is p adopt . Similarly to Model 1, this parameter describes the efficiency of cultural transmission. When an observer copies a model, in fact, an average of Mp adopt preferences and M adopt features are transmitted. Thus, p adopt sets an upper limit to the transfer of culture in a single interaction. Such transfer can be substantial if p adopt is high, but if p adopt is low culture is transferred gradually in many interactions, even if the observer is open and the model is effective.
We simulate a population of N ϭ 100 individuals with overlapping generations for T ϭ 10 4 discrete time steps. At each time step, all individuals observe a randomly chosen model, and cultural transmission occurs according to the rules above. Feature and preference values also change by innovation, i.e., there is a probability p innovate ϭ 0.1 per time step that each feature and preference is altered by a random amount in the range [Ϫ0.1,0.1]. Lastly, individuals die with a probability p death ϭ 0.01 per time step, resulting in an average lifetime of ϭ 100 time steps (100 interactions with others). Individuals who die are replaced by ''newborns,'' i.e., individuals who are culturally naïve and minimally conservative: q i ϭ 0 and p i ϭ 1 for all i ϭ 1,…, M.
We study how individuals' openness to social learning depends on the number, M, of features and preferences, and on the efficiency of cultural transmission, p adopt . We define the openness of individual o as the probability that she copies a randomly 
Individual openness (probability that individual o copies a randomly chosen model)
Individual effectiveness (probability that individual m is copied by a randomly chosen model)
Population openness (probability that a randomly chosen observer copies a randomly chosen model) OI CI OE CE Table 1 provides a symbol legend.
Results
Cultural Evolution of Openness and Conservatism. Fig. 2 shows the time course of population openness for three values of the efficiency of transmission, p adopt, and for a population in which individuals have 10 feature-preference pairs. When the efficiency of transmission is either low (p adopt ϭ 0.05) or high (p adopt ϭ 0.5), the population evolves quickly toward conservatism. For intermediate transmission efficiency, however, population openness is maintained. Fig. 3 summarizes results from more simulations, where we varied the number of featurepreference pairs as well as transmission efficiency. Fig. 3 Left shows steady-state population openness. Fig. 3 Right shows the steady-state probability that a trait (feature or preference) is actually copied in an interaction. When individuals have only one feature-preference pair (blue lines), openness can be maintained only when the efficiency of cultural transmission is very low, resulting in very little cultural transmission. As the number of traits increases, however, it becomes possible to maintain substantial openness for a wider range of values of transmission efficiency, and cultural transmission occurs relatively often. To understand these results we need to consider how individuals acquire and transmit their traits as a function of cultural repertoire size and efficiency of cultural transmission, focusing on what combinations of traits are favored under different circumstances.
Note first that successful cultural models, i.e., individuals who transmit their traits many times, should possess two characteristics. First, they should have high feature values to promote being copied by others. Second, they should have low preference values so that their traits are stable in time, meaning that other individuals can observe them repeatedly (11, 21) . These requirements, however, are in conflict, because to acquire high feature values individuals must be open to copying others. In particular, newborn individuals will not be copied by others unless they first acquire a sufficient number of non-zero feature values. Thus, a successful model is an individual who first learns how to be an efficient model (by acquiring high feature values) and then becomes conservative (by acquiring low preference values).
When only one trait pair is culturally transmitted, naïve individuals can acquire a high feature value in just a few interactions. Further interactions will tend to lower the individual's preference for the feature, because it is more likely that a less conservative model copies a more conservative one than vice versa (12) . Thus, newborns quickly become conservative. In larger cultures, more learning attempts are needed to acquire enough traits to be effective cultural models. On one hand, when p adopt is very small (e.g., in a species inept at social learning), newborns have little chance of acquiring traits at all; thus, individuals remain essentially naïve throughout their lives. In such circumstances, individuals are potentially willing to copy, but there is little to copy (leftmost part of the curves in Fig. 3 ). On the other hand, if p adopt is very high, a newborn who copies an older individual acquires a large proportion of the latter's traits, i.e., both preferences and features at the same time. Thus, newborns can acquire in few interactions both high feature values and low preference values from older individuals, resulting in a population of conservative individuals in which cultural transmission seldom occurs.
For intermediate transmission efficiency, newborns need many interactions to become effective models. Individuals that remain open have more occasions to acquire new features and thus to become effective models. This process boosts population openness, because the most effective models will have (and therefore, will transmit) not only high features values but also relatively high preferences values. When M ϭ 50, for instance, openness can be maintained even when cultural transmission is extremely efficient. This is a condition in which the cultural repertoire is so large that, to become effective models, individuals must remain open for a significant fraction of their lifetime.
We are not aware of data that bear directly on these predictions, which are summarized in Table 2 . We may note, however, that both theoretical models and archaeological evidence show that large cultural repertoires can be maintained only by large groups (22) (23) (24) (25) . Combining this result with ours, we expect smaller societies to be more conservative, which agrees with the observation that traditional societies (whose very name implies conservatism) tend to be small.* Life History of Conservatism and Effectiveness. In our model, older individuals are typically more conservative than younger ones (Fig. 4 (30, 31) , adopting Western traits among Hong Kong youth (32) , and ascribing to political liberalism (33) .
The model also predicts change in personality to be slower in old age (Fig. 4) because, as an individual becomes more conservative, she becomes less likely to adopt traits that may affect her personality further. Personality changes, indeed, appear to be larger between age 30 and 50 than between age 50 and 70 (28, 34) . A similar pattern is observed for vocabulary size (a proxy of acquired information, to be compared with feature acquisition in Fig. 4 Right), which seems to increase until age 50-55, after which it changes little (35) . Importantly, these findings suggest that decrease in openness with age is not a simple by-product of impaired information processing in old age. Indicators of brain function, such as working memory capacity, speed of pattern matching, and reasoning speed, in fact, decrease with age at an approximately constant rate (35) rather than slowing down after age 50.
Another prediction, which demonstrates how openness and effectiveness can interact in cultural transmission, is that open individuals accumulate a larger cultural repertoire ( Fig. 5; (36, 37) . Lastly, the model suggests that, when openness is maintained, older individuals should be more effective cultural models because they have had more opportunities to acquire effective features (Fig. 4 Right) . Studies of social learning in children and adolescents often find that older models are more effective (38, 39) , and ethnographic data suggest that older individuals are often more effective cultural models (reviewed in ref. 6 ).
Discussion
Despite simple assumptions on individual interactions (Eq. 1), our model exhibits a very rich dynamics. In particular, the model shows that cultural evolution can maintain openness to new information as well as effectiveness at cultural transmission. Ghirlanda et al. (12) only observed extreme conservatism, despite also using Eq. 1, because they either considered a single feature-preference pair (M ϭ 1) and efficient transmission (p adopt ϭ 1) or assumed that all individual had the same, fixed effectiveness from birth.
The model also suggests a causal mechanism for an observed systematic change in personality. Personality psychologists are divided regarding the relative importance of genetic vs. experiential determinants of personality change (13, 14) , partly because it is difficult to disentangle genetic and experiential influences on such complex traits (28, 40) . Additionally, most arguments about personality change make only weak predictions about the direction and pattern of change. For instance, the fact that adults need to behave differently from youth [e.g., because of their role as parents (15)] does not directly explain why they are less open. Likewise, the argument that older individuals should invest less in learning because they have less time to amortize the costs of learning does not necessarily predict that change in openness should slow down with age.
† Thus, understanding personality change requires not only more empirical work but also more specific theoretical predictions.
Our model neglects many potential influences on the openness of individuals and on their effectiveness as cultural models: genetic influences on personality (41, 42) , including potential biases in cultural transmission (3, 6) ; perceived or actual costs and benefits of different cultural traits (1, 3, 43, 44) ; and nonrandom social networks (45) . Costs and benefits of traits, for *Observation from Kevin Laland.
† An anonymous reviewer suggested this point. instance, can influence the decision of whether to adopt traits both implicitly (e.g., through differential reinforcement of behavior) and explicitly (through rational cost-benefit analysis), and may have such far-reaching consequences as the restructuring of social networks (45). We do not mean to imply that these factors are unimportant, and we have neglected them only to isolate the potential effects of culturally evolving cultural transmission. As recalled earlier, such effects have been largely neglected in theoretical studies. Our results show that cultural remodeling of cultural transmission rules can be a potent force in cultural evolution.
